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President’s Message— Ervin Charleyboy
On behalf of the Board of Directors welcome to the Denisiqi Services Society (Denisiqi) Eighth Annual General
Assembly, and thank you for taking the time to attend. We
give thanks to each and every staff member of our great
team here at Denisiqi for their commitment and service to
the children and families.
Thank you to the children and families in each of the communities for your trust in Denisiqi in providing the services
and for your recommendations on how to better those services.

Chief Ervin Charleyboy sharing traditional
trapping methods with Tsi Deldel youth.

Executive Director Message — Nancy Sandy, LLM, LLB
Welcome to the Denisiqi
Services Society Eighth
Annual General Meeting. I
have now been with Denisiqi for 9 months and am
confident in the services
provided by the employees,
and the Program Managers
to oversee the delegated
and non-delegated programs. I am pleased to report on the fiscal year 2015
to 2016, and in doing so am
recapturing what transpired
during a time period of
change-over in governance,
financial
accountability,
senior management, and
service delivery.
Governance— there were
changes in Board of Directors for the following com-

munities:
Ulkatcho Director
Corrie Peeman was replaced by
Councilor Judy Cahoose; Tl’etinqox Director Leslie Stump
retired as President/Director and
recommended Marilyn Baptiste
as the next President; Tsi Del
Del Director Percy Guichon was
replaced by Chief Ervin
Charleyboy who also took over
as President of Denisiqi Services
Society on April 18, 2016.
Financial Management: The
annual Financial Budget process
was instituted after a strong
analysis of all Denisiqi’s funding
contracts in the prior fiscal year.
The Finance Manager meets
with each of the Program Managers to develop their annual
budget based on the financial
agreement for the upcoming fis-

cal year. The Program Managers develop a plan and
program schedule for all the
deliverables for each quarter.
Their budgets are reviewed
monthly together with the
Finance Manager, and adjustments made where required. The ideal will be
when all staff are aware of

Executive Director Nancy Sandy
AGM—January 2016

their program area’s budget,
and one of the positives of this
process is that staff are mentored in budget development,
financial management, and
accountable reporting to the
funders. This annual budget
review also contributes to
identifying areas for increases
in funding, professional development and overall Denisiqi
strategic plans and evaluation.
Senior Management: There
was a changeover in the executive management at Denisiqi
in the summer of 2015. This
type of changeover always has
an impact on morale, service
delivery and to some extent
causes some uncertainty. I can
assure our membership that
the senior program managers
kept the non-delegated programs on track for services;
however, the delegated services suffered a set-back that
has taken some serious push
from Denisiqi to achieve the
work necessary from all parties (MCF, Indigenous and
Northern Affairs
Canada
(INAC), and Denisiqi) for
making guardianship delegation a reality.
On March 31, 2016 Tl’etinqox
Government Office (TGO)
issued their intention to withdraw from Denisiqi via a Band
Council Resolution (BCR).
There is a one-year grace period where TGO may chose to
withdraw the BCR and remain
a member of Denisiqi. In the
meantime, Chief Joe Alphonse
has offered his community’s
intention to continue to work
with Denisiqi until the end of
this fiscal year with the exception of family support and delegated child and family ser-
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vices. Denisiqi has amended their
work plans and budgets with INAC to reflect the change in circumstances should TGO completely withdraw. Denisiqi continues to serve the children and families of Tl’etinqox in the nondelegated services as outlined
elsewhere in this report.
Service Delivery: The program
updates for the 2015-2016 fiscal
year demonstrates a significant
amount of community engagement
in all areas of non-delegated services. The heart of culture camps
on the land for trapping, medicine
gathering, food preservation, and
winter recreational activities as
well traditional parenting is the
knowledge that is passed on by the
Elders and other knowledge keepers. Community members participated in the environmental scan to
provide information about programs and services they would
like to see Denisiqi provide. It is
evident from a quick review of
that environmental scan that Denisiqi is achieving success in fulfilling the demand for incorporating culture, language and traditional practices throughout the
program areas.
Future Developments: The Representative of Children and Youth
report “When Talk Trumped Service” caused a lot of heartache for
the First Nations delegated agencies. This report, while wellintentioned, made it look like the
agencies were spending a lot of
money without accountability and
service. What was missing from
that report is that much of the
funding that was being researched
was meant for governance development by Indigenous Nations
rather than service delivery. One
component of the report that was
missing was that funding for dele-

gated agencies is seriously
flawed.
This latter fact was
demonstrated in the January 26,
2016 Canadian Human Rights
Tribunal decision in First Nations
Child and Family Caring Society
of Canada and Assembly of First
Nations and Attorney General of
Canada, 2016 CHRT 2 where it
was found that:
“…the Canadian government is racially discriminating against 163,000 First
Nations children and their
families
by
providing
flawed and inequitable child
welfare services ("FNCFS
Program") and failing to
implement Jordan's Principle to ensure equitable access to government services
available to other children.”
This decision means the federal
and provincial government must
do an overhaul on their policy for
First Nations child and family
services as well as resolving the
inequitable funding for child welfare services on reserves.
The one positive result from the
RCY report mentioned above is
that there is also recognition of
the serious need for child and
youth mental health services both
on and off reserve. The Denisiqi
child and youth mental health
service will benefit from continual political and administrative
pressure to fund those services
based on community need.
The individual program updates
in this AGM report will provide
more information on successes
and challenges. Denisiqi is always open to suggestions and
recommendations and we will do
our utmost to deliver services.
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Child & Youth Mental Health Programs—Neil Burrows, Team Leader
Carmen Mutschele & Tracy Davison, Child & Youth Counsellors; Carolyn Charleyboy, Community
Enrichment Worker; Traveena Alexis, Intake & Wellness Worker; Terri Smith, Ulkatcho School-based Worker
Our team had an incredibly productive year, one that was full of changes and positive growth. Among our
highlights:
1. The financial difficulties we inherited in 2015 have been resolved. Thanks to the assistance
of our Finance Manager (Linda
Hillegeist) we were able to negotiate with MCFD that no programming would be cut, and
funds owed to MCFD (almost
$300,000) would be repaid over
time, with much of that money
actually being re-invested by
MCFD back into our programs.
2. Our team is fully-staffed with
highly trained professionals, and
strong representation from both
the Chilcotin and Ulkatcho Nations. We have grown together
as a team, and the level of service
and excellent team dynamics are
a testament to the wonderful
people we now have.
3. We have successfully raised close
to $30,000 in additional revenue
this year from various sources,
and ALL of those funds have
been directly invested in bringing more programming to the
communities.
Program Updates:
Counselling
We provided service to over 40
children and youth this year
through our 1:1 counselling program; the active caseload is currently 24. We have developed a
case management tracking system
that delivers caseload analysis, file
tracking and ensures regular clini-
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cal supervision / consultation occurs for every child’s needs.
Pathways to Power (P2P)
We implemented this aboriginal
violence prevention program in
direct response to communities
stating they needed prevention
measures to avoid children coming
into care. We delivered this program in three communities last
year, with two more communities
getting the program this year.

Family Wellness Program (FWP).
We commissioned the development of a new “traditional parenting” program last summer that is
customized to our communities,
and then had our staff all trained
in the facilitation of the curriculum. FWP has been very wellreceived and we often have a waitlist. MCFD social workers are
referring clients to the program.
We delivered this program in
three communities last year, with
two more communities getting the
program this year.

year. Joining Ulkatcho were the
schools in Yunesit'in, Tsi Del Del,
and Tl’etinqox. Students participate in anxiety-depression group
programs (Fun Friends, Friends
For Life) that our staff have been
certified to deliver. We are continuing with this service in 2016-17.
We are working hard to constantly
integrate the Chilcotin and
Ulkatcho culture into all of our
services.
We have recently
brought Orrie Charleyboy onto
our team and he is working with
our counselling and group programs to bring a stronger cultural
influence to everything we do.
Our Workplan for this year has
been completed, and will be presented to the Board at our upcoming. As always, we welcome feedback in the form of suggestions
and questions at any time, from
leadership and membership in all
of the communities we serve.

School Outreach
We added three band-operated
schools this year to the Outreach
Program in the 2015-16 school

Farwell Canyon
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Cultural Enhancement Worker—Orrie Charleyboy
I started here at Denisiqi as the Cultural Enhancement Worker in April of
2015. Since I started here I’ve worked
on various projects and with various
departments at Denisiqi. I enjoy working here as I get to work with Elders
and youth.
One of the first projects I worked on
was gathering information about custom adoptions for Denisiqi. I interviewed elders and people knowledgeable about Tsilhqot’in custom adoptions
and gathered valuable information. I
was fortunate to video tape an interview with late Marvin Alexander, a
community member from ʔEsdilagh,
and board member for Denisiqi.
Marvin was very knowledgeable about
the subject and Denisiqi is fortunate to
have obtained this information from
him.
I also assisted with culture camps. Denisiqi hosted a culture at Charlotte Lake
in the summer of 2015 for Ulkatcho
families and other families interested in
learning about cutting and preparing
salmon for drying, learning about, and
making, medicines from the land, and
making gill nets. We wanted to show
families how to cut meat and make dry

meat but the hunters weren’t successful
in getting a moose for us. After the
camp, community members asked
when we were having the next camp.
Stella Stump, Grace Cahoose, Trudy
Stump and I also went out with
Ulkatcho Elders gathering medicinal
plants. This was in August of 2015; the
Elders asked if we were going some
other time to gather plants.
January of this year we held a trapping
camp at Tsi Deldel for students from
the school. We were fortunate that the

elders from the community jumped
right in and were willing to share their
knowledge about trapping. Chief Ervin
Charleyboy took the time to get involved with the camp and shared his
knowledge about trapping. We thought
this was a sign of real leadership; when

a Chief takes the initiative and participates. This sends a positive message to
community members and youth. After
the camp the Elders and students asked
us what kind of cultural activities we
were going to do next. Positive comments like these help Denisiqi staff
know we are doing a good job. The
camps were made possible by the hard
work of Stella Stump putting in proposals to hold the culture camps.
I’ve also started working with Carolyn
Charleyboy and Grace Cahoose cofacilitating the Family Wellness Program. We work with families and with
the help of elders teach Tsilhqot’in and
Ulkatchot’en traditional family practices and values as part of the Family
Wellness Program.
In the future I will be working closely
with the Aboriginal Child & Youth
Mental Health team. In this capacity I
will help children in care learn about
their culture if they choose to. I enjoy
working here we have a great executive
director, staff and board of directors
who are working hard to make a difference to the communities Denisiqi
serves.

Reception Statistics — Elaine Yablonski, Administrative Assistant
On a daily basis I keep track of
all telephone calls that come
through reception as well as all
clients/walk-ins who come
through our doors.
We had a total of 2834 telephone calls and 3356 client/
walk-ins. Note that these stats do
not include calls that bypassed
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reception and went directly to staff
or off-site client visits/meetings.
Our busiest month for clients/
walk-ins was May which had
426, and July was the busiest for
telephone calls at 321.
Our monthly averages were:
 236—Telephone Calls
 280—Clients/Walk-ins
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AIDP/ASCD Program— Stella Stump, Aboriginal Infant Development &
Charlotte Frank, Aboriginal Supported Child Development
The Aboriginal Infant Development
Program (AIDP) Stella Stump and Aboriginal Supported Child Development
(ASCD) Charlotte Frank have been
going out to the Chilcotin and Carrier
communities. In the communities we
provide supports for children who may
need one on one support, group support or home visits. Our Early Childhood Outreach Worker (ECD) Grace
Cahoose also provides these same supports in the urban area.
Charlotte does “Fun Friends Program”
in the band operated schools; she
works with children from 0-18 years
old. We visit the Headstart programs
to work with the children in a group or
on an individual basis to support children who may need supports with their
growth and development. We do circle
and incorporate MOE the mouse for
children who may need supports with
their speech. Every school year starting
in late September we setup the preschool circuses with the Interior Health
group. We go into the communities to
discuss with the participation of the
parents or guardians the stages of development between 0-6 years of age so that
the child can continue to succeed in
the future.
These are some of the activities our
team has participated in:
August 2015
Culture Camp at Charlotte Lake with
the Ulkatcho community: AIDP, ECD
and other staff provided many different
activities to a large number of participants of all ages; family bannock making contest, made rattles, collected and
made natural medicines, evening story
telling with music, net making workshops, and fish preparation workshops.
Raven Lake: The ECD provided children activities at the Raven Lake cul-
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ture gatherings, for Chilcotin communities.
Ulkatcho Medicine Camp: In partnership with the Ulkatcho Head Start we
travelled out onto the land every day
and collected plants native to the area.
On the last day Elders and members
that knew how to prepare the traditional medicines provided a demonstration
to the participants.
October 2015
Many Denisiqi staff participated in the
Facilitation Training for the Family
Wellness Programs.
The ECE Group participated in the
“Pre-School Circus” in Xeni. This includes many other resources from Williams Lake. Much like a fair where
children &/or parents visit different
booths for a session or information.
Our ECE group do the Ages and Stages
Questionnaires meets these criteria’s
for a first-level comprehensive screening
and monitoring program. These questionnaires can identify accurately infants or young children who are in
need of further assessment to determine whether they are eligible for early
intervention or early childhood special
education services.
November 2015

ed and participated with many of resources from Williams Lake. Booths
and information were available to the
community and they had a great turnout.
February 16, 2016
Yunesit’in Winterfest: Most of the staff
from Denisiqi attended and provided
activities and lunch for the community.
Grace Cahoose attends ECDN monthly meetings, Early Screening monthly
meetings, participates in community
visits, does client intake. She also facilitated supervised visits for parents who
needed to have visits immediately but
were unable to because of the long waitlist with the Purple House.

Picking pine pitch
Charlotte Lake

Family Wellness Program: ECD cofacilitated the program with two other
staff members. Much like the parenting program that covers many topics;
Traditional Beliefs and Traditions,
Child Development, Medicine Wheel,
Healthy Relationships, etc.
January 2016
Family Wellness Program: ECD again
co-facilitated the Parenting program
with two other co-workers.
Ulkatcho Health Fair: ECD along with
a number of other Denisiqi staff attend-

Making a gill net
Charlotte Lake
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Aboriginal Family Group Conferences—Kerry Chelsea, AFGC Coordinator
This report presents a comprehensive breakdown of the Denisiqi Services Society`s (DSS) Aboriginal
Family Group Conferencing (AFGC) program. The main focus of the report is the number of AFGC
meetings planned for and facilitated in the 2015, 2016 fiscal year. Due to DSS`s strict confidentiality policy, no names, dates or communities have been identified. For those not familiar with the AFGC process,
the purpose of an Aboriginal Family Group Conference (AFGC) is to empower families to have a voice in
developing and implementing plans to ensure the emotional and physical safety and well-being of children through increasing the creative use, integration and mobilization of formal and informal resources.
Denisiqi Services Society has been able to create an atmosphere that is rich with cultural ceremony and
Aboriginal tradition. Including these practices has given Aboriginal children and families comfort and
ownership of the entire Family Group Conferencing process.
Many AFGC meetings conducted consist of pre AFGC preparations such as:
• Meetings and consultation with Denisiqi Services Society Voluntary Services Manager
• Meetings with MCFD Social Workers
• Meetings and consultation with Williams Lake Professionals
• Individual interviews with all participants involved (6-25 participants)
Total
25

Number of AFGC’s for reporting period

Clients Reached for reporting period
Direct client meeting attendance
Male

Female

Total

116

218

334

Indirect contacts
176

Total
People covered
510

The following are a few quotes from clients of our Aboriginal Family Group Conference Program.
This AFGC process should be mandatory,
whether you are dealing with MCDF or
not. I love the way it included medicine

The best evaluation I can make of the

wheel aspects like physical, mental emo-

AFGC program is that it really felt like

tional and spirituality. Our children are

we were working together as a team.

our most precious natural resource, and
there is absolutely no better way to
make important decisions for them than
this process.
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We worked very hard at the AFGC. The whole family

Considering I'm a young dad, I wouldn't

went in looking for a fight but left with a smile. I think

like to make an evaluation of myself.

that having a cultural process like this made me and my

This process made me and my family feel

family strong and courageous.

comfortable and safe.

Thank you.

Thank you Kerry.

The table below is a list of other Denisiqi Services programs that the AFGC program is involved with.

Denisiqi Program Involvement
Program

Family Wellness

Denisiqi Drum Group

Child and Youth Mental Health

Healing Circles
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Involvement
Denisiqi Services has been using Medicine Wheel teachings in many
different programs. The Medicine Wheel is a life tool that can helps
clients find their way using the four directions of east, south, west and
north. The four directions hold “medicine” that can teach us about
the four parts of our human being: our emotional, physical, spiritual
and mental realms. These teachings along with presentations of the
traditional family structure have been very beneficial for Denisiqi clients.
Denisiqi Services has included traditional drumming and singing as
part of the services for its clients. Clients (youth or adults) have acquired an understanding of the traditional drum. Most clients who
attend this program have gained the skills and knowledge of the significance of drumming to First Nations Culture and beliefs.
Denisiqi Services has been able to provide youth clients of our Mental
Health team with Traditional Teachings and exploration of Aboriginal
culture through smudging, medicines and ceremony.
The cultural/spiritual aspect of the clinical service is completely optional to the client.
Denisiqi Services has been using circles to assist with decision making
and strengthening a team or a community. These Healing Circles have
been a very effective collaborative learning/teaching method built on
the wisdom and traditions which uses the group process for developing
direct, honest, and effective communication in a team or community,
using the "circle" format.
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Yunesit’in
WinterFest

Family Care / Support Programs—Joan Charleyboy, Supervisor; Yvonne
Lowen, Ulkatcho Family Support Worker
There were two (2) important activities that started here at Denisiqi
Services. The first was rotating visits to the seven (7) Tsilhqot’in communities and Ulkatcho. The visits
took place each Wednesday with
various staff members attending.
The second project was creating a
Parenting Program Curriculum to
be presented out in the rural and
urban communities.
The final
product was the “Family Wellness
Program” and has been well received by all those who have attended. The program accepts MCFD
clients and self-referrals.
Denisiqi contracted with the seven
(7) Tsilhqot’in bands, providing
funding for their Family Support
Workers.
The Family Support
Workers attended 2 workshops in
Williams Lake providing valuable
information for the workers. At the
end of each month the workers submitted their statistical reports,
which I entered into SharePoint
reporting for the Ministry of Children and Family Development.
The statistical reports are mandato-
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ry for all our MCFD contracts and
if not submitted will affect current
and future funding.
During the summer of 2015 staff
attended several cultural camps out
in the communities. There was one
summer camp that Ulkatcho hosted
at Charlotte Lake. Denisiqi submitted a proposal for funding to the
First People’s Cultural Council to
assist with funding. This culture
camp had Elders teaching traditional medicines and other activities
related to traditional practices of
the Ulkatcho Elders. The event was
very well attended with Denisiqi
staff assisting in the preparation of
activities. What I enjoyed most was
learning to gather the plants to
make traditional medicines.
I was kept very busy from September 10 to December 9, 2015 as I
was appointed Interim Executive
Director by the Board of Directors.
In December the Directors hired
Nancy Sandy as our new Executive
Director.

the Health department. Denisiqi
staff put on several different activities for children and also provided
the luncheon. There were some
Elders that come all the way from
Ulkatcho to join in the Winterfest.
Magician Josiah from Xeni was a big
hit. He had children and adults
helping him with his show. People
also really enjoyed the music.
I have been very busy with the Family Support Work with clients, attending court and keeping track of
all client files. Stella Stump stepped
down as the Supervisor for the ECE
program and Nun Yaz as she is very
busy with her travel out in the communities. I was appointed supervisor of the ECE team which includes
Stella Stump – AIDP, Charlotte
Frank – ASCD, Grace Cahoose
ECD Outreach and Nun Yaz Daycare as well as the Family Care Program.

In February we joined up with the
Yunest’in’s Winterfest hosted by
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Delegated Services —

Jo-Ann Ronnenkamp, Supervisor; Charlene, Dolly Wycotte,
Harriet Hird, Odette Folchi, Social Workers; Carolyn Charleyboy, Community Enrichment Worker,
Francy Elkins, VS Admin Assistant
The Delegated Services Social Work
Team is federally funded through Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada
(INAC) under the First Nations Child
and Family Service (FNCFS) program.
The program objective is to ensure the
safety and well-being of First Nations
children on reserve by supporting culturally appropriate prevention and protection services. Denisiqi Services Society and the delegated social workers on
the team must follow the Provincial
legislation-the Child, Family and Community Service Act (CFCSA) and must
work with the Ministry of Children and
Family Development (MCFD) standards and policies and with the Aboriginal Operational Standards and Indicators (AOPSI).
Denisiqi Services Society has consistently provided high quality program supports to our member communities and
the Delegated Social Work Team has
worked diligently over the past four
years to meet the agency goal “Tsilhqot’in and Ulkatchot’en assume jurisdiction to ensure the care, safety and wellbeing of vulnerable Aboriginal children and
families is improved and supported”. Denisiqi Services Society did not obtain C4
Guardianship Delegation by the end of
the 2015-2016 fiscal year but has made
significant progress in the steps forward.
The Delegated Social Work Team submitted the updated and finalized C4
Guardianship Operational Workplan
to MCFD Aboriginal Services Branch
in November 2015. In July 2015, the
Delegated Services Team underwent a
Practice Audit with MCFD Quality
Assurance Branch as part of the continuous 3 year cycle of Case Practice Audits for all DAA and MCFD Teams.
The QA Audit is based on file records
and the results showed 100% compli-
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ance with standards for Family Service
(FS) files; 83% compliance for Child
Service (CS) files; and 37% compliance
for Resource Foster Home (RE) files.
All task items necessary to bring the
records into compliance were completed and the Audit was formally closed
on March 11, 2016.
The Delegated Social Work Team collaborated with MCFD and Interior
Community Services to host the mandatory 53 hour Foster Parent Training
at Denisiqi Services Society and the
agency also hosted the joint MCFD,
Knucwentwecw Society and Denisiqi
Services Society Foster Parent Appreciation Luncheon on October 29th, 2015.
These events were well attended by
foster home caregivers and staff from
all three agencies. The Foster Parent
Education Forum in May 2015 was
hosted by Denisiqi Services Society in
collaboration with the local MCFD was
a huge success with twenty-eight registered participants involved in a variety
of workshops presented.
The Delegated Social Work Team assists and supports all Denisiqi Services
Society program areas to meet the
needs and interests of the communities
we serve and are extremely proud of the
achievements in client services realized
by the agency. The Guardianship Delegation process continues along with a
refreshed approach to direct client services and focus on building the resilience of children and the empowerment
of the families we serve. The Delegated
Social Work Team and the Cultural
Enhancement Worker were able to
secure a private Custom Adoption plan
for an infant from the Tsilhqot’in Nation at the request of the family and felt
honored to be an instrumental force in
planning for a child in a traditional
way.

Denisiqi Services Society hosted our
first annual Celebrating Connections
Christmas Party December 17th, 2015.
This event was by special invitation
only to all the Ulkatchot’en and
Tsilhqot’in children and youth in foster
care and their family members, foster
family members and community elders.
The event featured a traditional welcome, introduction to elders in both
Chilcotin and Carrier First Nations’
languages, sharing of a light meal, family entertainment of a stand-up comedy
routine from our own talented staff
and storytelling. The children, youth
and families were also presented with
the opportunity to share their cultural
knowledge through maps of the traditional territories of the Chilcotin and
Carrier Nations, Denisiqi’s display case
of traditional items, presentation slide
show of photos from culture camps,
Nation events and heritage sites and
also view a display of the Language
Board. The entertainment included a
special visit from Santa and his Elf
bringing gifts to all the children and
youth. A Traditional Hand Drum
Song closed the afternoon.
The events of the past year highlight
the Delegated Social Work Team’s
commitment to the children and families we serve. Challenges are an opportunity for growth and change while
staying focussed on a shared vision and
goals. The children are the future.

Santa’s visit at the “Celebrating
Connections” Christmas Party
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A Year in Pictures

Tsi Deldel Oasis
April 2015

Siwash
July 2015

Family Wellness Program
November 2015
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Xeni Gwet’in
June 2015

Charlotte Lake
August 2015

Yunesit’in Winterfest
February 2016
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Foster Parent Forum
April 2015

Foster Parent Appreciation
August 2015

IndigenEyez Camp—August 2015

Vice-President Chief Francis Laceese
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Siwash—June 2015
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Denisiqi Services
Society
240B North Mackenzie Avenue
Williams Lake, BC
V2G 1N6
Telephone: 250-392-6500
Toll Free (BC only): 1-877-251-6566
Support Programs Fax: 250-392-2-6501
Delegated Services Fax: 250-392-6510
Website: www.denisiqi.org

Philosophy
Denisiqi is based on the philosophy of families helping each other within the community. We, as Aboriginal people, are responsible for our future, and that means it
is important for our children to have a safe, caring and loving environment.
Mission Statement
Through the exercise of inherent responsibility and increased jurisdictional control, the Denisiqi Services Society delivers holistic, strengths-based, culturally relevant child and family programs, services and referrals for Tsilhqot’in and Ulkatchot’en.
Vision
Denisiqi (the people’s children) are the heart of our communities. They are collectively raised with love by healthy Tsilhqot’in and Ulkatchot’en to have a strong

“People’s Children”

sense of identity, belonging and self-worth.
Denisiqi gubanitsen gubedezilti jid gubentaghalyax. 7Eguh nentsez xajaghindil jigwedilhti
nayedint’ih (najedint’ih) julax qa. (Chilcotin Translation)

Denisiqi Board
Chief Ervin Charleyboy President



Ulkatcho

Tsi Deldel

Marilyn Baptiste





Xeni Gwet’in

Vacant

Chief Francis Laceese, Vice President



Tl’etinqox

Tl’esqox

Norma-Jean Stump

Agnes Haller, Secretary/Treasurer

?Esdilagh

Yunesit’in

Judy Cahoose

Denisiqi Staff
Admin:

 Harriet Hird, VS Social Worker

 Nancy Sandy, Executive Director

 Odette Folchi, VS Social Worker

 Linda Hillegeist, Finance Manager

 Kerry Chelsea, AFGC Coordinator

 Elaine Yablonski, Admin Assistant

 Orrie Charleyboy, Cultural Enhancement Worker

Family Care Program:
 Joan Charleyboy, Family Care Manager

 Francy Elkins, VS Admin Assistant
Early Childhood Development:

 Yvonne Lowen, Ulkatcho FSW

 Stella Stump, AIDP

Delegated Services:

 Charlotte Frank, ASCD

 Jo-Ann Ronnenkamp, VS Supervisor

 Grace Cahoose, Early Childhood Development Outreach

 Dolly Wycotte, VS Social Worker
 Charlene Smythe, VS Social Worker

 Eileen Rosette, Nun Yaz Daycare ECE

Aboriginal Child & Youth Mental
Health:
 Neil Burrows, ACYMH Team
Leader
 Carmen Mutschele, Child and
Youth Counsellor
 Tracy Davison, Child and Youth
Counsellor
 Traveena Alexis, Wellness / Intake
Worker
 Terri Smith, Ulkatcho School-based
Worker
 Carolyn Charleyboy, Community
Enrichment Worker

